WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD
HEY OTTAWA - WELCOME TO THE HOUSE
OF TARG!!– We are super stoked for a month of wicked
classic arcade action and shows - always accompanied by a
delightful selection of our world famous handmade perogies
- try an order today and live forever!! October is our favourite
month of the year for one simple reason - HALLOWEEN!! Check out our listings in
the PEROGRAM or take a quick glance at our event calendar on the back cover of the
monthly TARG zine and plan your next visit- we’ve got you covered no matter what
your age or musical preference is. Check us out at ECO FEST Thursday Oct 12th at
Aberdeen Pavillion/Landsdowne Park, we’ll be on site serving up delicious wizard boxes
of perogies while raising $$$ for Ecology Ottawa - we love to meet the good folks in
our community - pop by our booth and say hi!! Thanks for your continued support and
encouragement - we are here to serve you. - YOGI

THE TARG WELCOME WAGON
We are always excited to host bands from all over the world & are blown away by the
commitment to live music these “road wizards” demonstrate. Here are some folks who
are traveling far & wide to entertain us at TARG this October. #Thanks4PlayingTarg
MOTHS & LOCUSTS (BC Psych) - Sat Oct 7 // YES WE MYSTIC (MB Art Rock) - Wed Oct 11 // 22
LONG RIFFS (France Melodic Punk) - Thurs Oct 12 // ALERT THE MEDIC (Halifax Pop/Rock) - Fri
Oct 13 // G.A.S. DRUMMERS (Spain Punk Rock) - Tue Oct 17 // THE COURTNEYS (BC Garage-Pop)
& VERSING (Washington Shoegaze/Noise Pop) - Wed Oct 25

buy a used hang glider at a Vanier
garage sale. Then watch a couple
youtube videos, wait for a super
windy day and climb up on your roof
How hard can it be? Good luck,
SkyHigh.

Dear Slo’ Tom: What all this
baloney about ‘regular’ gas and
‘premium gas’? The whole octane
thing… it’s just Detroit trying to
rip me off, right?! Can you shed
Dear Slo’ Tom: Ever since I was some light on this? I just want to
a little kid, I’ve always dreamed fill ‘er up and put the pedal down,
fer krissakes. What’s it all about,
of flying. Just imagine the
freedom! What would it feel like Tom? Signed - Runnin’ On Empty
to break the bonds of gravity
DEAR RUNNIN’ ON EMPTY: Yeah,
and soar through the air? To
make my dream come true, I’ve you’re right… that whole ‘premium’
decided to try skydiving! What gas business is a bit of a scam.
Here’s the thing: unless your
do you think? Wish me luck,
car’s owner’s manual specifically
Tom! Signed – SkyHigh

recommends premium gas, don’t
bother – it won’t increase your
DEAR SKYHIGH: No offence but
gas mileage or give you better
you’re an idiot. First off, skydiving performance or anything like that.
isn’t flying – it’s falling. And
It’s only cars with high compression
why the hell would you want to
ratios that might benefit from
jump out of a perfectly good
premium gas. (NOTE: that means
plane? You’re never going to
luxury cars that TARG readers will
capture the freedom of flying
never even SIT in!). So there ya
through uncontrolled, terror-filled go, Runnin’ On Empty. Fill up your
plummeting. That’s not flying… Pontiac Sunfire up with regular
that’s FAILING to fly. Parachutes go go juice, cruise down Bronson,
are designed as a last resort
Keep the Wheels Between the
when the plane you’re in CAN’T
Ditches and the Bears Out of Your
fly. So forget about parachuting. Britches! 10-4 good buddy & Good
luck!
If you really want to experience
the thrill of soaring among the
clouds like a human Johnathan
Livingston Seagull, I advise you to

terrains, gravel, dirt, and snow. This is where
the San Remo stage comes in, because it is
the easiest and a lot of you gamers will get
used to each of the new surfaces.
In each race, a blue arrow will indicate
when a turn or a curve is coming your way.
Sometimes the arrow will be the colour green
with a broad width left or right, indicating
an oncoming obstacle in the road. Simply go
opposite the obstacle to pass it.

MY FAV TIME OF YEAR IS UPON IS. THAT SPOOKTACULAR
MONTH FULL OF GHOULS, GHOSTS, VAMPIRES, AND
MONSTER. SO WHAT BETTER WAY TO CELEBRATE
HALLOWEEN THAN TO COUNT DOWN MY TOP 5 FAV
CHILLING HALLOWEEN THEMED PINBALL GAMES.

DON’T CRASH! If you turn too soon on an
upcoming curve or hit an obstruction, you
will roll the car. Not only do you start from the
point where you “wrecked”, the little accident
adds to the 60 second time limit. If you
exceed the time line, the game ends.

5. ELVIRA AND THE PARTY MONSTERS
(‘89 - BALLY): Designed by Dennis Nordman

and Jim Patla and released by Midway (under
the Bally label), featuring horrorshowhostess Elvira. It was followed 1996 by Scared
Stiﬀ, also designed by Nordman.

4. MONSTER BASH (‘98 - WILLIAMS):

Designed by George Gomez with the main goal
being to collect the instruments of the iconic
horror characters and form the Monsters of
Rock band. The table includes a Phantom Flip.
Players can let go of the flippers with this autoplay feature and watch the game complete the
shots

3. BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA (‘93 WILLIAMS): Designed by Barry Oursler and

based on the ‘92 movie of the same name and
features many toys based on the movie. The
primary challenge of the machine is to stack 3
multiballs (Castle, Coﬃn, & Mist), kill bats and
rats, and earn big points in the process of doing
so.

2. THE ADDAMS FAMILY (‘92 - BALLY):
The best selling pinball machine of all time.
Designed by Pat Lawlor and Larry DeMar. It
was based on the ‘91 film of the same name,
and features custom speech (mostly derived
from the motion picture) by the stars of the
film, Raul Julia and Anjelica Huston.

1. TALES FROM THE CRYPT (‘93 - DATA
EAST): Based on the 1950s comic books,
and horror anthology TV series of the same
name. Very fun and great for those that love the
spooky and creepy. The game was designed
by John Borg, with art by Kurt Andersen and
Markus Rothkranz.

On a final note, some peculiar conditions,
like driving in the dark, or night driving on
ice, will really test a driver’s mental habit.
Simply follow the arrows and keep a level
head at all times.

You’ve got to hand it to Atari for the phrase
“Sticking with what you know.” The therapists
for video game racing envisioned a bigger car See you next month, Gamers!
on a bigger stage and from there, World Rally Happy Thanksgiving!
was born.
In World Rally, you’ll be driving one car; a
1989, 2- door, 4-cylinder Toyota Celica with
2 speeds; high and low. Your job: to race
against the clock (60 seconds) on a variety
of race courses (3 in all), through various
stages (4 in all).
The stages come as follows: San Ramo
(easy), Monte Carlo (medium), Acropolis
(hard), and 1000 Lakes (very hard). As
previously mentioned, each stage contains
three courses with a variety of

WELCOME TO THE SECRET UNIVERSES
OF MY TOY COLLECTION.

them as a direct influence. (GOO
GOO DOLLS, SUPERCHUNK, MEAT
PUPPETS, BOB MOULD, A no-brainer
evening for fans of POWER-POP as done
by spirited musicians who helped pioneer
the genre. ***LEGENDS***

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING PLACE AT
HOUSE OF TARG THIS OCTOBER.
FRI OCT 6 - House of TARG, Local Ottawa
Live, CKCU FM and Beaus All Natural
present: GIVELIVE 2 FUNDRAISER w/sg
SAINT CLARE + NIGHTSHADES + HOLY
CHRISTOPHER Local Ottawa Live & 93.1
CKCU FM present a special evening of live
local music in support of the CHRISTIE
LAKE KIDS charity – featuring three great
bands from Ottawa! This is a PWYC event
with a suggested donation of 5$ Fund raiser
SAT OCT 7 - House of TARG, CKCU
Fm, Birdman Sound and Ashton Brewing
present: PSYCH NITE: featuring MOTHS &
LOCUSTS + THE BAND WHO’S NAME IS A
SYMBOL + DAVID JACKSON + DJ B-RAD
Check out this wicked lineup featuring
Ottawa Psych Godfathers TBWNIAS and a
headliner hailing all the way from BC - get
stoked!! PSYCHEDELIC
SUN OCT 8 - House of TARG and Collective
Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP! w/
DJ KJMaxx - Every Sunday all pins & vids
are set to FREEPLAY mode from 9pm-2am
for your unlimited arcade action. ***LONG
WEEKEND EDITION***
TUES OCT 10 - House of TARG and
Spectrasonic present: WEAVES w/sg
BONNIE DOON + ORGAN EYES If you
missed their amazing performance during
JunoFest at TARG now is your chance for
redemption! Super pumped to have this
amazing band back at TARG Doors@8pm
***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH!!***
WED OCT 11 - House of TARG,
Spectrasonic and PBR present: TWIST w/
sg YES WE MYSTIC + TREES Toronto
punk-tinged beach-pop. For fans of: BEST
COAST, LIZ PHAIR, HOLE, STEVIE NICKS,
STONE ROSES, PATTI SMITH. Bonus round
- any order of our worldfamous perogies
is 1$ oﬀ every Wednesday!! Doors@8pm
***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH!!***
THUR OCT 12 - House of TARG, Sitting
On The Outside and Whitewater Brewing
present: 22 LONG RIFFS (France) w/sg

SIDELINES + L’ANIMAL MECHANT +
DOGMA This show is bananas!! Huge
thanks to the fine folks at SOTO for
bringing us another killer night of punk
action in Ottawa. Doors@8pm
Early Start/Early Finish!!
FRI OCT 13 - House of TARG and Beaus
All Natural present: ALERT THE MEDIC w/
sg KEEK + HEARTS&MINES Don’t miss
this awesome Friday night of Pop/Rock
action in Ottawa! Check out this wicked
Halifax based, four piece rock band
that has been winning over audiences
everywhere with their anthemic sound
and high energy performances. ***HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED***
SAT OCT 14 - House of TARG presents:
HOLODECK FOLIES Join us for this special
Saturday MATINEE show featuring Toronto
STAR TREK themed imrpov comedy
troupe THE DANDIES with guests QUEST
FRIENDS FOREVER (D&D Improv Show/
mprov Embassy) Doors@3pm, show till
6pm. This event is ALL AGES!!! ***IMPROV/
COMEDY***
SAT OCT 14 - House of TARG and Ashton
Brewing present: THE MAHONES (Toronto/
Kingston Irish Punk/Folk) w/sg POLICE N’
THIEVES (Tribute to THE CLASH) The irish
punk brigade is coming to town!!
THE MAHONES are a Canadian Irish-punk
band, formed in 1990 by Dublin-born
Finny McConnell. They have released
twelve albums to date with their most
recent oﬀering - THE HUNGER AND THE
FIGHT (PART TWO) released in 2015. Get
stoked for a killer night of celtic tunes with
this legendary Canadian band!! ***HIGH
ENERGY FUN***
TUES OCT 17 - House of TARG and
Sitting On The Outside present: THE
NILS w/sg STEVE ADAMYK BAND +
DEAD WEIGHTS + GAS DRUMMERS
Montreal’s lost rock band is back!!
After their critically acclaimed 1987 self
titled album, their increasing fanbase
included musicians in the genre naming

WED OCT 18 - House of TARG and
PBR present: THE 8 BIT-CHES (Ottawa/
Jazz) Check out this sweet cover band
dedicated to classic console game
themes. The quartet consists of some of
Ottawa’s highest-scoring jazz players,
who owe their quick fingers and epic
grip strength to blistering rounds of
Super Mario Kart as much as they do to
music school. Expect to hear modern
takes on the themes from PUNCHOUT ,
SUPER MARIO WORLD, EXCITE BIKE ,
MEGA MAN, THE LEGEND OF ZELDA,
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG and many
more of your favourite classic console
games. Doors@8pm ***EARLY START/
EARLY FINISH!!***
THUR OCT 19 - House of TARG and
Whitewater Brewing present: THE
TACKIES w/sg GALAPAGOS + COOL
KIDS NOT YOU + THE WET BANDITS
Enjoy an evening of live music with this
sweet mixed bill of Indie/Emo/Pop/Punk
action in Ottawa - Doors@8pm ***EARLY
START/EARLY FINISH!!***
FRI OCT 20 - House of TARG, Val Halla
Holding and Beaus All Natural present:
DROID w/sg WORLD WAR 4 + DURS
COEURS + FREEWAYS Super stoked for
this amazing lineup of METAL/THRASH/
PUNK brought to you by our good friend
and fellow WIZARD Val - check out her
METAL UP YOUR CATS column in TARG
zines past and present!! ***GUARANTEED
HEAVY***
SAT OCT 21 - House of TARG, Shade
Nyx’s Theatre Macabre and Ashton
Brewing present: BURLESQUE SHOW:
Halloween Booonanza! GIRLS! GIRLS!
GIRLS! AND GHOULS! Shade Nyx is back
with her extra Macabre edition of the best
of Ottawa burlesque with extra haunting
performances! ***ADULT CONTENT***
WED OCT 25 - House of TARG,
Spectrasonic and PBR present:
THE COURTNEYS w/sg VERSING +
SPARKLESAURUS Check out this exciting
lineup brought to you by our friends at
Spectrasonic featuring THE COURTNEYS
(Vancouver garage-pop) - Sun drenched
flying nun influenced pop with sweet licks

that’ll stick with you for days. Doors@8pm
***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH***
THUR OCT 26 - House of TARG, Ottawa
Ska Syndicate and Whitewater Brewing
present: SKA-LLOWEEN SKA NITE
featuring: THE STOMP ALL STARS + TACO
BANDITS + MORE. Our SPOOKIEST EVER
October edition of VOTP SKA NITE. Don’t
let the spirit of Skalloween fool you! This
special evening is completely open to ALL
AGES! Come out in your best costume
and you’ll be sure to GET A TREAT!!
***HALLOWEEN FUN***
FRI OCT 27 - House of TARG, Spectrasonic
and Beau’s All Natural present:
HALLOWEEN EMOCORE 2! A super
emotional costume party/cover nite!!!!
THE TOMMY GUNS perform the music of
BRAND NEW, MOSELY perform the music
of PARAMORE and RYDELL perform the
music of FALL OUT BOY - this show is a
food drive for the Ottawa Food Bank - bring
a non-perishable food item for $2 oﬀ door
price PLUS costume contest - candy - good
times!! ***HALLOWEEN FUN***
SAT OCT 28 - House of TARG, Val Halla
Holdings and Ashton Brewing present:
METALIAN w/sg BARROW WIGHT +
POSSESSED STEEL - 100% pure metal!
guaranteed heavy!!! Check out this rippin’
metal lineup , part of our Halloween
festivities and featuring the return of our
good friends METALIAN, quite possibly the
best METAL band in Canada!! ***METAL
OVERLOAD***
SUN OCT 29 - House of TARG and
Collective Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN
UP! w/DJ KJMaxx HALLOWEEN EDITON!!
Every Sunday night DJ KJMAXX & Guests,
spinning 100% vinyl arcade jamz. Sleaze
rock, Punk, Metal & retro electronic
tunes to provide the soundtrack to your
highscore pursuits. All pins & vids are set to
FREEPLAY mode from 9pm-2am for your
unlimited arcade pleasure. ***FREEPLAY***
TUES OCT 31 - House of TARG presents:
The TARG HALLOWEEN KROOKED
KARNIVAL!! Halloween is our favourite
time of year and it shows - join us for our
KROOKED KARNIVAL, games of chance,
carnival rides/food, spooky 3D cinema,
Virtual Reality “Road Piizza” experience,
activity booths/oddities and a special
lineup of Ottawa Side Show performances
that’ll melt your mind!! ***HALLOWEEN
MADNESS***

BE THE OFFICE HERO

We are starting to book private xmas
parties. If you fear attending another
bleak oﬃce gathering let your boss
know that your fave arcade can
customize parties for groups of 40-180
with a full on perogi buﬀet, drinks &
games for as low as $25 per person.
You got this!
www.houseoftarg.com/xmas

WE RAISED OVER $1000 AT
OKTOBERFEST

Thanks to everyone who supported
For Pivots Sake at Black Forest by
signing our ’73 beetle, playing beat the
Wizard, playing vids & taking pics on
the Wizard2 minibike - just like Chris
Murphy of Sloan did - he also shoved
our handmade perogies into his very
handsome face.

TYSKIE POLISH LAGER

We are proud to now oﬀer some
suds from Poland… Tyskie is a fullflavored pale lager that goes great with
our handmade perogies & these tall boy
500ml cans are easy on the wallet!

YOUR
PEROGIES &
T-SHIRTS ARE
READY!

TARG t-shirts are
back in stock.
We have men’s
& woman’s
sizes… oh ya,
we also have
ones that fit tiny
wizards… so cute
they will make you
cry!

LATE NITE PEROGIES

Did you know our Perogi Wizards serve
their handmade delights right up until
30min before we close each nite? On
weekends we let the perogies stay up
super late - like 1:30am - Fri - Sun you
can grab a Small (4 perogies) or Large
(6 perogies) snack sized Wizard Box in
case you need to power up in the nite!

IF YOU ARE DRUMMER OR IN A BAND, CHANCES ARE YOU
ARE FAMILIAR WITH DAVE’S DRUM SHOP… BUT WHAT YOU
PROBABLY DIDN’T KNOW IS THAT HIDDEN DEEP WITHIN THE
BOWELS OF OTTAWA’S BEST DRUM STORE IS RESONATOR, A
CLANDESTINE AUDIO STUDIO EQUIPPED WITH LOTS OF NEAT
VINTAGE ANALOG GEAR. OWNER/ENGINEER & OTTAWA PUNK
LEGEND DAVE DUDLEY (FURNACEFACE) SOMEHOW FINDS
TIME AWAY FROM HIS BUSY SHOP TO NURTURE A LIFE LONG
PASSION FOR RECORDING & PRODUCES SOME OF THE CITY’S
BEST INDEPENDENT MUSIC. OH YA, DAVE IS STILL ADDICTED
TO PERFORMING LIVE & KEEPS THE BEAT FOR SEVERAL LOCAL
GROUPS - YOU CAN CATCH HIS “THE CLASH” WORSHIP BAND
POLICE N’ THIEVES OPENING FOR THE MAHONES AT TARG ON
SAT OCT 14. THE MAN IS A MACHINE!
WHO ARE THE ENGINEERS?
Myself and sometimes friends I let use
the the space for there own projects.
WHO HAS RECORDED THERE?
Reverb Syndicate, Tindervox, Still
Winter HIlls, Neck, Lindberg Babies,
Slim and Popular, Randy Shenanigans,
Chiller, Life Size Men, tight lip, Better
Living through Chemistry.
IS THERE A PARTICULAR GENRE YOU
SPECIALIZE IN?
nothing in particular but tends to be
guitar based bands
WHAT MAKES RESONATOR DIFFERENT
FROM OTHER STUDIOS?
I am not a commercial studio, I
operate by word of mouth and am
not totally fixed in my location it is
where I can find space in my main
business “Dave’s Drum Shop” and can

normally have on hand.
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO CREATE THIS
STUDIO?
Always recorded since I can
remember and always loved it, when
I was in a band that put out records
every year or so (in the 90’s) we
had access to a world class studio
“Sound of one Hand” and I stopped
the diy recording at that point. When
that chapter was over the industry
changed overnight, big awesome
studio spaces became less viable and
I just sort of picked up where I left oﬀ
but with a computer instead of an 8
track reel to reel.

WHAT IS THE MOST CHERISHED PIECE OF
GEAR AT THE STUDIO?
My Drums! and my microphones.
I have lots of cool gear that I
have acquired over a long time and
some of it might be prized but none is
more important than what you record
and the mic you use to do that.
WWW.DAVESDRUMSHOP.COM

change at any time. I also have a huge
selection of drums and cymbals and
percussion that no other studio would

VISIT DAVE AT THE SHOP:
390 GLADSTONE AVE
OTTAWA, ONTARIO

become a cat bed as well as any
drawer or cupboard left opener
enough for her to climb into. For a
cat that is 50% overweight, she is
shockingly good at hiding.
WHICH PET PARENT DOES
SHE LIKE BEST?
Rylee thinks it’s her she likes best
but when we’re both lying in bed
or on the couch and who do you
think the cat lays beside/on?.

D

ROID ARE A HEAVY METAL BAND FROM BRAMPTON, ONTARIO.
THEY WILL BE PLAYING THEIR THIRD TIME AT TARG ON FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 20TH ALONGSIDE WORLD WAR 4, DURS COEURS, AND
FREEWAYS. CHRIS IS DROID’S NEWEST MEMBER AND THIS WILL BE
HIS FIRST TIME PLAYING AT HOUSE OF TARG. I CAUGHT UP WITH
CHRIS TO ASK HIM SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HIS CAT.
WHAT IS YOUR CAT’S NAME/AGE?
Curry (given to her by her previous owner as I am not a
massive Curry enthusiast) and she is a little over 2.
WHAT IS HER FAVOURITE TREAT?
Usually we give her these bougie chicken logger
treats but I always feel like she only eats them
because she knows they’re supposed to be
treats when in reality I feel like she’s thinking
“come on you assholes, get me something
that actually tastes good.” She does really
like those, I think they’re called Whiskers,
treats though. She’ll inhale those like a
vacuum.
WHERE DOES SHE LIKE TO
HANG OUT?
She likes to hang out all over the place
but and open bag will immediately

WHAT IS HER FAVOURITE
RECORD?
Honestly, she’s pretty indifferent
when we put records on but she
will almost always come and lay
down close to me if I’m practicing
through an amp. Even when it’s
really abrasive music (eg Droid).

DURS COEURS - DUR DUR DUR
Label(s): Crucial Records, Discos MMM, Dure
Realite. Released: July, 2017
Hello once again! Yes, ‘tis I! Your local album
reviewing enthusiast has returned from the
depths of high school and emerged victorious!
However, upon embarking headlong into my gap
year, I’ve found myself with some more free time
to take on creative projects new and old. And so,
I’ve decided to return to my seat of power as head
of the zine review and hubcap repair dept. at
TARG Industries.
First off I’ll be reviewing a new 7 track mini LP by
one of my favourite Ottawa bands, DURS COEURS.
Multiple labels from around the world collaborated
on this, including from Canada (Ottawa’s own
Crucial Records, as well as Dure Realite and
Chaos Rural), the US (Discos MMM), the UK
(Imminent Destruction), France (Maloka) and even
Columbia (Rat Trap). And lemme tell you folks,
you should be mighty pleased they did because
this one’s absolutely killer from beginning to
end.
If this is your first time hearing of ‘em, Durs
Coeurs play catchy rock n roll punk ala The Kids
but with an extra OOMPH in their approach (such
as the hard hitting riffage in Resigne- Toi). And
what would you expect from a band that includes
members from some of Ottawa’s tuffest hardcore
& metal bands, like Tightlip,Asile, and Occult
Burial. They don’t need to rely on head banging
riffs though, and are more than capable of writing
really catchy tunes with crazy hooks like on
Mensonges and L’eau et le Feu.

In the 70’s & 80’s there was only one name in Halloween Costumes
- BEN COOPER. The company oﬀered kids a chance to be just
about any pop culture hero of the day... only problem was they
totally sucked! Each box contained a suit - which was basically a
garbage bag with the name of what you were supposed to be on
it, & a poorly ventilated mask that would make your face sweat
profusely (which is how i think acne was invented) + you were lucky
if the elastic head-strap survived the nite. Here are some of unusual
costume choices Gen X’ers had to make at Kmart back in the day..

CHACHI ARCOLA
Fans of Joani Loves
Chachi had a very limited
window to rock this
costume cause the show
only ran for 1 season
between ’82 & ‘83.

CHUCK NORRIS
Chuck is so tuﬀ he can
make onions cry…
children on the other hand
start crying after wearing
this sauna of a costume
for less than 15min.

THE FONZ
Heeey…yourself.
Hey who are you
supposed to be
again?”

EVEL KNIEVEL
The poor fit & limited
visibility of this mask made
the possibility ofbreaking
as many bones as Evel
very plausible.

RAMBO
The only way to
authentically emulate Sly
Stallone’s non emotive
facial acting is to wear this
mask.

CRAPPY BUNNY
I wore this one year and
got beat up by Batman
AND Spiderman. Thanks
Mom!

